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Fonds Description

900 photographs.
183 video recordings.
42 audio recordings.

**Administrative History**

The University of British Columbia's Public Affairs Office emerged in 1994/95 as part of the External Affairs Division. Like its direct predecessors, the Information Office (1965-1985) and Community Relations (1985-1994), the Public Affairs Office's primary function is to communicate UBC's mission, key messages and values to both its internal community of faculty, staff and students and to the broader external community. Public Affairs produces twenty-one issues of *UBC Reports* each year. This publication includes major articles on people, events and activities in the university community. In addition to using information for articles in *UBC Reports*, Public Affairs is also responsible for disseminating information to a broad base of print and electronic media sources for publication and presentation to the public. Public Affairs has also assumed an important responsibility for acting as the "University Spokesperson" for a number of major and complex issues.

**Scope and Content**

The fonds consists of two series: Photographic and Audio Visual.
Series Descriptions

900 photographs.

Series consists of 900 35-mm negatives. These images document a wide variety of important people, events and activities at the University of British Columbia between 1980 and 1991.

Digitized copies of the photographs are now available on-line on the UBC Historical Photograph Database as part of the Public Affairs fonds (UBC 44.1).

The photographs were created by Information Services and Community Relations, and were transferred to the University Archives by Public Affairs in April 1998.

183 video recordings.
42 audio recordings.

Series consists of video and audio recording of events on campus as well as copies of media clips, promotional videos, and stock footage. Video recordings include both VHS and Betamax formats.
File List

44 VHS video tapes, 28 Beta tapes, 5 CDs, 42 Audio cassettes and 4 BKR tapes, pertaining to promoting UBC or to current events at UBC. Arranged by media type and then by date of recording.

VHS Series

Series consists of 44 VHS format videotapes promoting UBC or relating to current events at UBC. (VT 1528-1571)

BOX 1
(VT 1528-1558)

VT 1528  "Open House 1987
Promos
Pierre Berton
Webster reactions"
March 6-8, 1987
Master copy - complete with outtakes & bloopers; Pierre Berton makes an announcement about UBC's Open House

VT 1529  "DWS Tape
CBC News March 8/87
Coverage of Reunion- UBC Class of '40
Engineer's Prank"
Coverage of UBC's decline to increase wages
Protest at UBC: protesting tearing down trees to widen highway
N.B. No coverage of reunion or engineering prank - tape is mismarked

VT 1530  "David Strangway on Laurier Lapierre Program.
CKVU, Sept 10/87.
'A University Education'.
Interview starts at 10:58."
Interview about how students cannot get into their programs or courses at UBC – lack of space in universities.
Interview starts @ approx. 0:25.

VT 1531  "UBC Open House - March 1987
CBC One-Hour Documentary
Aired Sat., Sept. 12, 10pm
Tape #1"
Coverage begins at 0:05
Same as video #46
Exploration '87: Different kiosks displaying research projects or examples of work (e.g. dramatic plays, fuel-efficient cars, chess-playing robot) done by various departments at UBC - most displays are interactive

VT 1532  "Rights and Freedoms Forum #1
Thurs Jan 31, 1991
What is Discrimination?"
Amateur video-recording of presenters and speakers at the forum on discrimination @ the dept. of engineering @ UBC - the engineering dept. had been accused of being discriminatory in their newsletter prior to this forum.

VT 1533  "UBC Open House '87
87/10/19
51:30
Commercial edited out"
CBC documentary- master
Same as video 46 but with no commercials

VT 1534  "Open House 1987 PSA's
Exploration '87
7-15 sec. spots/ 5-30 sec. spots
7-15 sec -2 logo & voice over:
David Suzuki
Gordon Campbell
Ann Mortifee
David Tarrant
Kevin Konar
5-30 sec:
David Suzuki
Gordon Campbell
Ann Mortifee
David Tarrant
Kevin Konar"
Series of short commercials promoting UBC's Open House
VT 1535  "Interview with DWS on the Dave Abbott show/ CKVU
          Nov 14, 1988 10:30am"
          Interview with Strangway at beginning of tape, no UBC content after
          interview

VT 1536  "For your Eyes Only"
          Community Relations
          "75th Anniversary 1989
          18 mins"
          Promotional video for University filmed at UBC- various quotes on
          knowledge spoken over scenes from UBC- only 7 minutes long

VT 1537  "Interview with DWS CKVU TV-Morningline
          Dave Abbott Feb 16/89"
          Interview with Strangway @ 0:20-0:45.
          Interview topic: completing university and why many students don't (tuition
          & fees)

VT 1538  "UBC Tours- Alexa Bold- The Associates
          June 1989- Shaw Cable 4"
          Approx 15 min.
          Dub 1 of 2
          TV show promoting non-profit groups: interview with UBC summer campus
          tour association tour-guide Alexa Bold

VT 1539  "UBC Intramural Sports 18" [on sleeve]
          "Partners in Participation- July 89, 8:04" [on video]
          Promotional video on UBC's intramural sports

VT 1540  "CBC Forum on Animal Rights
          January 27, 1990 @9pm"
          UBC lab workers receive death-threats from activists for testing on animals

VT 1541  "Open House Spots
          March 9, 10, 11, 1990
          4 x 30"
          one commercial for UBC, also on video 42

VT 1542  "Commonwealth Conference
          KCTS-9
Sunday, October 8, 1987, 10-11p.m.
Video begins with a special called "The Commonwealth Comes to Vancouver."
Duration: 1 hr

VT 1543  "Title: UBC Public Service Announcements
Client: UBC Community Relations
1. Teaser Jan.2
2. Teaser Feb.
3-5. Summer
6-7. Homecoming
Date: 05-07-1991
Length: 7 x :30"
A series of UBC commercials for UBC's 75th anniversary

VT 1544  UBC CUPE strike March-April 1992
#1 CUPE strike begins at UBC: day 1 CBC
#2 Picketers blocking UBC roadways how strike is affecting students BCTV
#3 Roads to UBC clear: focus shiftingto students BCTV
#4 CUPE strike day four: students ask what strike? BCTV
#5 CUPE strike spreads to main post office: talks resume with mediator CBC
#6 Beware potential vandalism: memo from John McNeill BCTV
#7 CUPE strike day nine: sit-in in president’s office BCTV
#8 CUPE strike day 11: plans to picket University Hospital CBC
#9 CUPE strike day 13: pickets visit Board of Governors BCTV
#10 Strike vote: 81% to return to work BCTV

VT 1545  "Building UBC’s Future- An 80 Year History"
1995
A look back at the history and development of UBC and its buildings and faculties

VT 1546  "Building UBC’s Future: An 80 year history: Produced for 1995 UBC open house Campus Planning and Development"

VT 1547  "UBC Political Science Department"
Wed. June 21, 1995
"1) CHAN 6pm Wed. June 21/95
2) CKVU 6pm Wed. June 21/95
3) CBC 6pm Wed. June 21/95
4) CTV 11pm Wed. June 21/95"
10 min
Different newscast's take on the allegations of sexual & racial harassment at UBC's political science dept & its failure to respond adequately to allegations and complaints by minorities.
26 female students withdrew from PS grad studies in the 80's and 90's because of alleged sexual harassment

VT 1548  "Monday: Channel 11 (BCTV News)
11:58am-12:58pm
5:58pm-6:58pm
Channel 11
November 1996
10:58pm- 11:30pm"
Written on tape: "#3 SLP"
Various BC news-stories - UBC's first woman president Martha Piper

VT 1549  No Title.
Video consists of interview footage for UBC promotional video, 1997/98.

VT 1550  "1998 UBC's AGM Dub from DV Master VHS Copy"
1998
62:00
Pre-edited; Chancellor of UBC opens the AGM conference re: UBC, its future and its global impact

VT 1551  "ITESM Videoconference
Between UBC and Monterey Mexico
Introduction in Spanish
February 12, 1998
Length 60:00 VHS Dub"

VT 1552  "AGM- offline"
"UBC Telestudios AGM 1998 October 8 1998 Rough Cut Pre .08 Internal Use Only"
1998
Video consists of various fillers and shots for other promotional videos- stock footage
Interview with various people, no names given- unedited
VT 1553  No Title.
Stock footage for AGM video.

VT 1554  Untitled
"AGM 1998
October 21, 1998
Public Affairs
FINAL PUBLIC"
Tape contains interviews: "Think about Learning: Professor Jerry Wasserman, Department of English" & "Think about Internationalization: Kevin Maloney BSc 2000 Engineering Co-op Program" & "Think about Research: Brad Douville MASc '94 UBC Chief Engineer Westport Innovations Inc." & "Think about Community: Judi Majewski, Volunteer Counselor UBC Women's Resources Centre" & "Think about People: Chief Steven Point, LLB '85, UBC" & "1st Day @ UBC: Interviews with new students on orientation day at UBC"

VT 1555  "UBC Annual General Meeting
October 22nd, 1998
Graphic Intro
'UBC AGM 1998'
PLAYMASTER
Length: 12 min.
Video consists of the silent graphic for the introduction of the AGM video.

VT 1556  "UBC AGM 1999 Cut #1"
Interviews "Abreast in a Boat"- Rowing for breast cancer
Interviews about and by various faculty members e.g. science dept, distance ed. etc.

VT 1557  "Frontiers of Discovery 1999
Presented Jointly by: Science Council of British Columbia- Turning Ideas into Solutions"
28 minutes
Science Award Winners

VT 1558  "Park Avenue Post, Inc.
Ecosmart Technologies Bioganic VNR Package Audio Split 6/25/99"
Promotional video on ecosmart pesticides
Prof Isman @ UBC testing botanical insecticides

BOX 2
(VT 1559-1571)

VT 1559  "1. Abreast in a Boat Interview with Susan Harris
2. Abreast in a Boat Launch & return
Tape B. Aug 5/99"
Approx 45 min

VT 1560  "Title: Screening 'Press Kit'
Client: The University of British Columbia
Department of Civil Engineering
Compilation: Various tests
Date: 27 July, 2000"
Approx. 2 min
video of what looks like testing of earthquake simulator on 2 different structures

VT 1561  "AGM 2000 pieces" [written on spine]
"George McLaughlin 1:37 min
Rena Sharon 2:07 min
Youth Millennium Project 2:02 min
Michael Smith 1:10 min"
"Innovators Change Everything" series
2000
George McLaughlin Plant Operations
Rena Sharon Piano Studios
Youth Millennium Project - youth reading Chronicles of Narnia onto tapes to send to Africa
Michael Smith- commentary on Nobel prize

VT 1562  "IT Services Telestudios and The Media Group Demo Reel"
6:37 minutes
2001
Demo of "Impacts of Globalization on Local Communities: The Case of the Whistler-Squamish Corridor" [Sea to Sky Corridor]
Demo of "Opportunities: The Peer Program at UBC"
Demo of "The Chan Centre for the Performing Arts"
Demo of "UBC 2005: Learning with Technology"

VT 1563  UBC Public Affairs Video (VHS)
Dec 10, 2001
Length 10:30
Video consists of history of UBC, description of its faculties and the campus itself, research and scholarship, stats of UBC, short description of Vancouver - promotional video

VT 1564  "BCTV News 11.58-12.58 (Channel 11)
BCTV News 5.58-6.58
CBC News 8.58-9.30 (Channel 3)
CBC News 10.58-11.30"
On tape: "Monday BCTV 12:00, BCTV 6:00, CBC 10:00"
Tape begins in the middle of a news episode. 1) UBC sit-in to protest tuition hikes and fee increases. 2) Protesters fighting UBC development of NRC building on 16th Ave.

VT 1565  "SFU Research Matters
Instructional Media Centre, Simon Fraser University"
7.5 minutes
Biological Research

VT 1566  "Michael Smith Memorial
VHS Dub from Betacam Master
Length 1:12 minutes"
"Nobel Laureate Michael Smith - A Great Canadian"

VT 1567  "Big Block N Beats Potential Pictures Presents a Drum-Attic Production - a UBC sports explosion"
35 minutes
***sound distortion made it difficult to discern some content at beginning of video features clips of various UBC sports

VT 1568  "Volunteer Vancouver Award"
[illegible writing also on tape]
Various associations in BC (e.g. disabled sailing association, united way etc.) talk about contributions of volunteers and benefits of volunteering - Leaders of Tomorrow Award - sponsored by UBC
- Caring Companies Award
- Community Service Award

VT 1569 "Sample Reel 8 min"
Promotion for International House; promotion for safely unloading pulp trucks; Living with Multiple Sclerosis; the Parent's Role in a Child's Surgery

VT 1570 "UBC 'Complete Series'
75th Anniversary Teasers 9x30"
short TV commercials promoting UBC

VT 1571 No markings on tape, post-it note on case says, "??? (Physics)"
Video begins with BCTV News. CSIS recruiting informants on UBC campus, and other Canadian university campuses. Abortion debate at UBC. French CBC news.

Beta Series

Series consists of Beta format video tapes promoting UBC or relating to current events at UBC. (VT 1572-1599)

VT 1572 "UBC Annual General Meeting
October 22nd, 1998
6 segments with intro/graphic
MONO MIX-NTSC-NLE OUTPUT
Media Copy-Please return
Length: 14min
1998 UBC Telestudios"
Stock Footage for promotional videos

VT 1573 UBC AGM-1999-Downtown + With Cues
Mono/mixed-14 min
250 KB output-non broadcast"
Promotional Video Master Copy

VT 1574 "UBC Recruitment/ Public Affairs
Interview: Sandra Robinson
B-Roll-
-Computer Science Labs
VT 1575  UBC Recruitment/ Public Affairs
B-Roll: -Int. Choi Centre
-Beach scenes
- Forest walking trail
-Main library
-Genome research lab
2001"
Stock Footage for promotional videos

VT 1576 "Title: UBC Public Affairs Video
Client: UBC
Date: December 2001
Length: 10:30
Client Master"
***same as VHS video 1

VT 1577 "UBC Recruitment / PA Video
First 5 min: Student Stand-ups
[Written on Spine]: Tape 10 UBC 2001"

VT 1578 "Tape 13
UBC 2001
UBC Recruitment/ PA Video
INTERVIEW: Residence students cont'
B-ROLL: Lobby
Residence Lounge
Cafeteria"
Stock Footage for promotional videos

VT 1579 "UBC Recruitment/ Public Affairs
Archaeology Lab
-Clay object reproduction
-See sorting
Music Building
-Singers
-Piano players
- Flute player
  UBC 2001"

VT 1580  "UBC Recruitment/ PA Video
  UBC B-Roll
  - Soccer Men/Women
  - Hockey
  25 Sept/01
  Location: UBC"
  Stock Footage for promotional videos

VT 1581  "UBC Recruitment/ PA Video
  - Martha Piper INTERVIEW
  - Student Stand Ups
  - B-Roll- Library Koerner
  Sept 25/ 2001
  UBC
  INTERVIEW CH4
  INTERVIEW CH2"
  Stock Footage for promotional videos

VT 1582  "UBC Recruitment/ PA Video
  UBC B-Roll
  - Belkin Art Gallery
  - Freddy Wood Theatre
  - Aquatic Centre
  Sept 25/01
  Location: UBC"
  Stock footage of Belkin Art Gallery, Freddy Wood Theatre, and the Aquatic Centre

VT 1583  "UBC Recruitment/ PA Video
  UBC B-Roll
  - Chan Centre
  - Art Gallery ext.
  - Choi Centre ext.
  - Asian Centre ext.
  - Ext students
  - Ext Main Lib
  - Ext Malls
-SUB building int/ext
27 Sept/2001"
Stock Footage for promotional videos

VT 1584 "UBC recruitment /PA Video
UBC B-Roll
-SUB computers
-Aquatic Centre
-First Nations House
-Museum of Anthropology
-Liv Centre
27/Sept 2001"
Stock Footage for promotional videos

VT 1585 "UBC Recruitment/ PA Video
UBC Campus
-Physics Lab
2 Oct/2001"
Stock Footage for promotional videos

VT 1586 "UBC Recruitment/ PA Video
-Physics Lab
-Stand Ups
-Science One class
2 Oct/2001"
Stock Footage for promotional videos

VT 1587 "UBC Recruitment/ PA Video
-Science One class (cont’d)
-Foundations One Class
-Science One INTERVIEWS
-Arts One class
Oct 2/2001"
Stock Footage for promotional videos

VT 1588 "UBC Recruitment /PA Video
UBC Campus:
-Arts One
-Rec Volleyball
2/Oct 2001
Stock Footage for promotional videos

VT 1589  "Tape 12
9th Oct/01
INTERVIEW: Kishor Wasan- Researcher
INTERVIEW: ISP Student (Alex)
B-ROLL: ISP Class, Lab, Students & Prof Residence- Students walking
INTERVIEW: UBC recruitment/ PA Video"
Stock Footage for promotional videos

BOX 3
(VT 1590-1603)

VT 1590  "UBC Recruitment/ PA Video
B-ROLL-UBC Bookstore Int. & Ext.
B-ROLL- Leadership Workshop in First Nations House of Learning
Tape 11
9 Oct/01"
2001
Begins with video of people buying things at the Bookstore, the footage of outside of Bookstore, then footage of Leadership Workshop- footage seems to be taken for use in other promotional videos.

VT 1591  "UBC Recruitment/ PA Video
-Crazy Boys Lounge
INTERVIEW: Indera Samaraskera
VP of Research
INTERVIEW CO-OP Students:
Erik Christiansen
Marnie Williston
Oct/10 2001"
Stock Footage for promotional videos

VT 1592  "UBC Recruitment/ PA Video
Interview: Kevin Hansen
B-Roll: Learning Exchange
Interview: Volunteer Student @ The Livingroom
Chris White-DeVries
Stock Footage for promotional videos

VT 1593  "Mar 15, 2002
Coop student
INTERVIEW: Gillian Lee Moran"
Stock Footage for promotional videos

VT 1594  "March 15
Globe 2000-Coop Students
B-ROLL-Students
Coop INTERVIEW: Michael
B-ROLL: Trade Show General
Coop INTERVIEW:
UBC Recruitment"
Globe 2002- not 2000
-Conference talking about Olympic bid and its effects on sustainability
-Trade Show on environmental sustainability
Michael Ross, Integrated Arts BA student @ UBC, is facilitator and developer of this portion of "Globe" and hosts the video

VT 1595  "Title: UBC Recruitment Video
Client: University of British Columbia
Date: 15/06/2002 Vtr: Avid
Length: 12:53 min.
Type: MASTER
Dolby: NONE
Audio: STEREO"

VT 1596  "INTERVIEW: Lee Gass
Mar 15
UBC Recruitment
Recruit Re-shoot #1"
Lee Gass, biologist & zoologist, is interviewed about the integrated science program at UBC and about teaching in general

VT 1597  "UBC Recruitment/ PA Video
Coop Student Working at Powerex
(James-Student / Jeff-Supervisor)"
Footage of the student's office duties shot for a promotional video.
VT 1598 "UBC Recruitment/ PA Video
   Interview: 3x Co-op Students
   Marnie Williston (cont’d), Scott Brundrett
   B-Roll- Co-op class"
Stock Footage for promotional videos

VT 1599 "UBC Recruitment/ Public Affairs
   -Genome research labs
   -Filling gels
   -looking at worms
   -Archaeology research lab
   -Basket artifacts, plan of dig, flaking, reproducing clay objects
Stock Footage for promotional videos; tape ends after "flaking."

BRK Videocassette Series

Series consists of 4 BRK format videotapes promoting UBC or relating to current events at UBC. (VT1600-1603)

VT 1600 "Mini-Doc Computers
   Community Relations
   UBC
   Oct 4, 1985
   4:30"

VT 1601 "A University Is" UBC Film 20 mins

VT 1602 "Mini-Doc: Computers
   UBC
   Oct 11, 1985
   4:30
   Copy #2"

VT 1603 "University of British Columbia
 'Computers'
 LA Mini-Documentary with David Suzuki
 Oct 18, 1985 Copy #3"
CD's (Photographs on CD) Series

Series consists of 5 photographs on CD’s promoting UBC or relating to current events at UBC.

3-15 Brain Research Centre, Portraits on CD

3-16 UBC Annual Report 1999-2000 photographs

3-17 FSAE 2000: The UBC Experience

3-18 UBC Annual Report 2001 photographs

3-19 UBC Annual Report 2001 photographs- George McLaughlin
MacLean's Highlights- campus views

Audio Cassettes Series

Series consists of 42 Audio Cassette tapes promoting UBC or relating to current events at UBC.

3297 Side 1: UBC Community Relations Public Service Announcements Cuts 1 to 7 Dec 1986
Side 2: UBC Community Relations Public Service Announcements Cuts 8 to 13 Dec 1986

3298 "Dr. Peter Frost w/ Sylvia Dayton -‘Office Politics’
For UBC Perspectives Jan 1987"
Interview with Frost, Organizational Behaviourist @ UBC, re: what is office politics

3299 "UBC Perspectives with David Suzuki March 1987"
Various topics re: UBC research discussed
Side 1: National AIDS Study
Food Preservation
Dental Implants
Senior's Rights
Eye Witness Testimony
The Open Museum
Galactic Patrol
Computerized Forestry
Caring for Parents
New Vaccine
Smoker's Cure
Canadian Productivity
Coaching by Computer

3300  "UBC Open House March 6-7-8/1987 5x30 Second PSA"
Side 1: Radio Public Service Announcements for Open House by : David Suzuki, Gordon Campbell, Ann Mortifee, David Tarrant, Kevin Konar
Side 2: blank

3301  "Dr. Daniel Overmyer- Head, Asian Studies- Asia Pacific Dept. July 15, 1987"
Interview re: importance of Asia-Pacific region at UBC studies

3302  Side 1: "Dr. Axel Meisen- Dean, Applied Science- Asia Pacific- July 16, 1987"
Phone interview re: position of women's studies dept. chair @ UBC
Side 2: "Maurice Copithorne- Visiting Law Professor- July 20, 1987"

3303  "William Holland August 10, 1987 Sides A&B"
Starts on Side B
Interview with Holland re: [?]

3304  Side 1: "Jan Walls, Asia Pacific Foundation Aug 11, 1987"
Interview re: Asian Studies. Prof of Asian Studies at UBC??
Side 2: "Pat Macloed, medical genetics, March 16, 1987"
[Side 2 is actually blank]

3305  Side 1: Mary Anne Bancroft (Law student) on UBC's Legal Clinics Program- Gerald Hodge, C&R Planning
Side 2: cont. "Seniors in Sm. Towns" Both John Gilbert Show 12-8-87 CKO Radio

3306  Side 1: DWS on Fannie Keefer Show CJOR "Back to School" Sept 1/87
Interview with Strangway beings @ approx. 11:30. Interview re: going back to school and other various general topics on University
Side 2: audio content somewhat inaudible- sounds like board meeting or job interview?
"UBC Perspectives with David Suzuki September 1987"
Various topics re: UBC research
Side 1: DNA Solves Crimes
Drug Use in Sports
What’s Safe to Eat
Hollywood North
Unemployment Blues
Forest Genetics
Superconductor Race
Side 2: Plants that Heal
Acid Rain
Probing the Earth
Surviving a Divorce
TV and Aggression
Canada’s Homeless

Interview re: spin-off companies and private business investments
Side 2: [blank]

Side 1: Dr. David Strangway on Wayne Cox Program, CJOR, Nov. 3/87-
interview re: postsecondary school conference
Begins @ 12:30
Side 2: Interview cont’d.

"UBC Perspectives with David Suzuki Distributed: January 1988
Side 1: Office Politics
Terrorism
Overcoming Shyness
Misuse of Drugs
Ethical Investment
Friends and Cancer
Microblade Surgery
Side 2: Post Polio Syndrome
Medical Histories
Multicultural P.E.
DNA & Hemophilia
Loch Ness Monster
Blood Test for Cancer"
"UBC Perspectives with David Suzuki Distributed: March 1988
Side 1: Future Forests
Dark Matter
Independent Elderly
Leech Police
Elections
Midwives
Self Help Books
Side 2: Midlife Crisis
Suing Governments
Kids on Video
Nerve Regeneration
Schizophrenia
Book Battle

Side 1: Judith Larsen on CJOR Fanny Keefer Show May 6, 1988: campus attractions
Side 2: cont’d

"UBC perspectives with David Suzuki Distributed: September 1988"
Various topics re: UBC research discussed
Side 1: Left-handers
Doctor's Marriages
Daycare and Language
Safer Pesticides
Future Robots
Marriage and Stress
Medicine Wheels
Side 2: Elderly and Depression
Drug Database
Plant Therapy
Genetic Diseases
Executive Decisions
Hypnosis and Dentistry

"UBC Perspectives with David Suzuki Distributed: March 1988"
Various topics re: UBC research discussed
Side 1: Computer Crime
Infant Transplants
Fitness Motivation
Children's Books
Hearing Devices
Native Languages
Active Listening
Side 2: Canada's Image Abroad
Humanlike Creatures
Older Workers
Sleep Disorders
Breastfeeding Clinic
Vision Quiz

3315 Side 1: Dr. Strangway on Rafe Mair Program, CKNW, Jan. 13, 1989- Interview re: UBC in general. 24:68. Followed by (what sounds like) a meeting.
Side 2: [blank]

Side 2: [blank]

3317 Side 1: Dr. David Strangway on "Let's Talk" CHWK Radio Jan. 27, 1989. Interview re: fee & tuition increases and other various current issues at UBC. 40 mins total.
Side 2: Continuation of Interview.

3318 "Rick Hansen News Conference Feb 28, 1989"
Taping of conference featuring Rick Hansen discussing disabled people's issues within universities

3319 Side 1: "Dr. David Strangway on the Bill Good Show CKNW March 21, 1989" Interview with Strangway re: financial funding-raising @ gala dinner. Call-ins from public.
Side 2: Interview w/ Strangway cont'. 57:30.

3320 "CKNW- Live Broadcast on Campus October 19, 1989"
Side 1: Interview with [?] re: taking nitrogen & phosphorus out of wastewater- UBC Research
Side 2: DW on call-in show re: whether universities re doing a good job at using taxes and funds given to them
"CKNW- Live Broadcast on Campus October 19, 1989"
Side 1: Dr. Sparks, Physical Education Professor at UBC, speaks about notion of "leisure", Bill Good live at UBC- speaking of tuition, housing, and other concerns at UBC
Side 2: cont’d

"CKNW- Live Broadcast on Campus October 19, 1989"
Side 1: Bill Good live at UBC- @ National Universities Week- UBC's 75th Anniversary- Various topics re: UBC and university in general
Side 2: David Suzuki, talking about seniors & depression- UBC perspectives

Side 1: David Strangway Dec. 1989 Hong Kong Broadcast- interview re: donations to UBC from Hong Kong
Side 2: blank

"UBC- 75th Celebration- Radio
January 16, 1990
1) :30 Strangway/Teaser
2) :30 Fotheringham/Teaser"

"UBC- 75th Celebration- Radio
January 16, 1990, February 12/90
1) :30 Strangway/ Teaser
2) :30 Fotheringham/Teaser
January 16, 1990
3) :30 Suzuki
4) :30 Berton
February 12, 1990"

Side 1: David Strangway March 26/1990 CKNW- Bill Good Show
Interview re: the engineering dept's newsletter containing offensive material e.g. sexual harassment & racism- interviews ends @ 27:30.
Side 2: no UBC content

Side 1: UBC 75th Anniversary Radio PSA's
1) :30 Fotheringham/Teaser
2) :30 Strangway/Teaser
3) :30 Suzuki
4) :30 Berton
Discover Summer
5) :30 Pat Carney
6) :30 Kim Campbell
7) :30 Gordon Campbell
Homecoming
8) :30 Mike Harcourt
9) :30 John Turner
April 3, 1990
Radio promotions for UBC's Open House, 75th Anniversary, Discover Summer, and Homecoming

3328  "CKNW Bill Good Show (75th) D. Strangway 9-26-90"
Interview re: beginnings of UBC as a University, Great Trek Award, and other various topics relating to 75th Anniversary of UBC"

3329  "David Strangway on CBC Radio Almanac October 17, 1990 re: Tug of War Invitations”
Side 1: radio clip (interview with DW re: threatening and obscene invitations written to female students by male students to attend a "tug-of-war" at UBC)

6:42 AM PST
CBC Vancouver, BC
Time: 8:37"
Do BC Universities waste money? Report on spending at UBC

3331  "UBC Rafe Mair Comment Fri. Jan 21 1994
9:05 AM PST
CKNW (W.I.N.) BC
T:12 min"
Topic: Alcan's lack of donations to UBC or other universities- Strangway settlement

3332  "UBC Rafe Mair Comment Mon. Jan 31/1994 9:05 AM PST
CKNW BC
T:12 mins"
[note attached]: "brief, but important, reference. Tape is cued"
ALCAN Strangway Settlement

3333  "UBC Political Science Dept. Wed June 21, 1995
11 Cuts
As Indicated on Index
CKNW CBC
Alleged complaints of sexism and racism in political science dept. at UBC - suspension of political science applicants to graduate studies - 11 different radio news-clips

3334 "UBC Rafe Mair Wed July 5, 1995
11 minutes"
Commentary on how harassment investigations at UBC were a 'waste of money' and that political correctness has gone too far.

3335 Side 1: [blank]
Side 2: CBC Almanac June 10, 1998 Use of Animals in Research UBC - Dr. John Steeves on Use of Animals for Research Purposes at UBC. 14:00.

3336 Side 1: "John Redmond- Language Institute"
Pacific Region Orientation Centre at UBC- interview with Redmond re: program

3337 "Pulley Blank"
UBC Professor of Linguists- History of Chinese Language

3338 "UBC Perspectives with David Suzuki
The University of British Columbia Community Relations Office Radio Series
Length- 3 minutes (x 13)"
Various topics re: UBC research discussed
Side 1: Talking Computers
Look Ma, No Cavities
Moli Battery
Farming the Seas
Robots in Surgery
University-Industry Liaison
Drugs from the Sea
Side 2: Native Lawyers
Electronic Mail
Coping with Pain
Waste Treatment
Imaging the Brain
Waster Worth Billions
24 Beta format videotapes from "UBC Video" sub-series, which comprises footage used in "A World of Opportunity" promotional video. Shot list included.

4-1  "UBC Video 1 - Cecil Green Pt. 1" – Beta - 21 min.
Part 1 of an interview with Cecil Green.

4-2  "UBC Video 2 - Cecil Green Pt. 2" – Beta - 21 min.
Part 2 of an interview with Cecil Green.

4-3  "UBC Video 3 - Campus Exteriors Apr. 88" – Beta
Stock footage of Cecil Green Park, Nitobe Garden, and the Asian Centre.

4-4  "UBC Video 4 - Campus Exteriors Apr. 88" – Beta
Stock footage of the clock tower, Main Library, School of Theology, aerial views of campus.

4-5  "UBC Video 5 - Campus Exteriors Apr. 88" – Beta
Stock footage of Gage Towers, School of Theology, Museum of Anthropology.

4-6  "UBC Video 6 - Convocation May 88" – Beta
Footage of graduate procession, ceremony officials, excerpts of speech by David Strangway.

4-7  "UBC Video 7 - Convocation May 88" – Beta
Footage of graduates crossing the stage, exit procession, graduates being received by their families, interviews with graduates about their UBC experiences and future plans.

4-8  "UBC Video 8 - Convocation May 88" – Beta
Interviews with graduates about their UBC experiences and future plans.

4-9  "UBC Video 9 - Convocation May 88" – Beta
Interviews with graduates about their UBC experiences and future plans, excerpts from David Strangway’s speech, stock footage of the Frederic Wood Theatre and the Music Building.
4-10  "UBC Video 10 - Convocation May 88" – Beta
Stock footage of the Grad Centre, the Barn.

4-11  "UBC Video 11"
Stock footage of students walking along the Main Mall, outside the Main Library, and outside the Bus Stop Cafe.

4-12  "UBC Video 12" – Beta
Footage of actors rehearsing onstage in the Frederic Wood Theatre, students in a sculpture class.

4-13  "UBC Video 13” – Beta
Stock footage of Brock Hall, children playing at the UBC Daycare Centre, aerial views of campus.

4-14  "UBC Video 14” – Beta
Stock footage of students in art class, library interiors, students studying.

4-15  "UBC Video 15” – Beta
Stock footage of a painting of Phyllis Ross, stacks in Main Library, students walking.

4-16  "UBC Video 16” – Beta
Interview with Oscar Sziklai, footage of seedlings, Wood Sciences researchers and equipment, students weightlifting in the gym, women's volleyball.

4-17  "UBC Video 17” – Beta
Stock footage of women's volleyball.

4-18  "UBC Video 18” – Beta
Stock footage of men's volleyball, women's basketball, Part 1 of an interview with Dale Cherchas.

4-19  "UBC Video 19” – Beta
Part 2 of an interview with Dale Cherchas, stock footage of a robotic arm, students working at computers, women's soccer.

4-20  "UBC Video 20” – Beta
Stock footage of women's soccer, students working at computers, students working in library.
4-21  "UBC Video 21" – Beta
Stock footage of students studying in library.

4-22  "UBC Video 22" – Beta
Part 1 of an interview with Maria Klawe.

4-23  "UBC Video 23" – Beta
Part 2 of an interview with Maria Klawe, interview with Nick Jaeger, stock footage of fiber optics and lasers, student cellists.

4-24  "UBC Video 24" – Beta
Stock footage of cellists, music instruction, Part 1 of an interview with Keith Brinacombe.

Box 5

Consists of 21 Beta format and 3 VHS format videotapes. Includes 11 Beta format videotapes from "UBC Video" sub-series, which comprises footage used in "A World of Opportunity" promotional video. (The shot list for the tapes is included in Box 4.)

5-1  "UBC Video 25" – Beta
Part 2 of an interview with Keith Brinacombe, stock footage of lab equipment, interview with Tom Tiedje, footage of semi-conductor equipment.

5-2  "UBC Video 26" – Beta
Part 1 of an interview with David Strangway.

5-3  "UBC Video 27" – Beta
Part 2 of an interview with David Strangway.

5-4  "UBC Video 28" – Beta
Part 3 of an interview with David Strangway, footage of an oceanography class.

5-5  "UBC Video 29" – Beta
Interview with May Brown, Part 1 of an interview with Bob Wyman.
5-6  "UBC Video 30" – Beta
Part 2 of interview with Bob Wyman, interview with Edith McGeer, footage of research using eggs and birds.

5-7  "UBC Video 31" – Beta
Footage of architectural models for new Forest Sciences, Advanced Materials, and Management Research Centre buildings, footage of a First Nations / Education class.

5-8  "UBC Video 32" – Beta
Footage of First nations/Education and Commerce classes.

5-9  "UBC Video 33" – Beta
Footage of a Commerce class.

5-10 "UBC Video 34" – Beta
Footage of a Commerce class, a selection of stock footage sequences.

5-11 "UBC Video 35 - Arhitectural [sic] Graphics" – Beta
Architectural renderings of planned UBC buildings; archival drawing of a bird’s eye view of the UBC campus.

5-12 "UBC Buildings 1" – Beta - 19 min.
Stock footage of exteriors of the Angus, McMillan and Engineering buildings, shots of signs advertising the construction of the First Nations Longhouse, the David C. Lam Asian Gardens, and the Centre for the Performing Arts.

5-13 "UBC Buildings 2" – Beta - 9 min.
Footage of a view across Burrard Inlet from Cecil Green House, photograph of Cecil Green, shot of the architectural model for Green College.

5-14 "UBC Campaign Launch Highlights" – Beta - 18 min.
Excerpts from a Gala event launching the UBC campaign.

5-15 "BCTV News UBC Gala (Dub) March 21 /89" – Beta - 4 min.
Short BCTV news piece about the UBC Gala and fundraising campaign.

5-16 "UBC Fundraising Gala march 20 /89" – Beta - 2 min.
Short CBC news piece about the UBC Gala, reported by Mark Schneider.
"Building UBC's Future" - Beta - 8 min.
Promotional video detailing UBC's history and projected expansion as a result of the World of Opportunity Campaign.
NB. Alternate title: "From Fairview to Worldview: Building UBC's Future".

"UBC - The Next Generation" - Beta - 12 min.
Video promoting UBC and the World of Opportunity Campaign in the form of a fictional narrative taking place 10 years in the future (2003).

"UBC Slide Transfer" – Beta - 15 min.
Video footage of UBC archival photographs.

"To Larry, with Love" - Beta - 30 min.
Video of archival footage of notable events from UBC's history, presented to UBC President Norman MacKenzie. With voice-over narration.

"Great Trek" - Beta - 4 min.
Archival footage of the Great Trek, transferred from B&W film.

"UBC Great Trek 1922" – VHS - 2 min.
Archival footage of the Great Trek, transferred from B&W film.

"A World of Opportunity" - VHS - 16 min.
A short promotional video presented by the UBC Alumni Association detailing the planned allotment of the UBC Campaign funds. Includes a brief history of UBC and interviews with Cecil Green, David Strangway, and UBC professors.

"University of British Columbia Biomedical Communications - Going Places" - VHS - 26 min.
Video highlighting UBC research links to outside industry in BC, particularly in the sciences and engineering fields.

Box 6

Consists of 22 Beta format and 2 VHS format videotapes. Includes "UBC Asian Studies" sub-series, which comprises footage used in "Bridges to Learning" promotional video.
6-1  "UBC Asian Studies 1 - Japanese Class" - Beta - 17 min.
Footage from a Japanese language class.

6-2  "UBC Asian Studies 2 - Dr. John Grace" - Beta - 17 min.
Interview with John Grace.

6-3  "UBC Asian Studies 3 - Pacific Rim Club/Indonesian Sculpture" - Beta - 17 min.
Footage of a Pacific Rim Club event featuring a speaker discussing the student protest movement in Korea, US-Korean relations, and South-North Korean reunification, footage of Indonesian sculptures.

6-4  "UBC Asian Studies 4 - Calligraphy, Model, Student Interviews" - Beta - 15 min.
Stock footage of a stone lantern, the architectural model for the David Lam Centre, calligraphy being written, interview with an exchange student about her UBC experiences.

6-5  "UBC Asian Studies 5" - Beta - 20 min.
Interview with an exchange student from Hong Kong, stock footage of interior of the Asian Library.

6-6  "UBC Asian Studies 6" - Beta - 15 min.
Stock footage of Chinese language newspapers, students in the Asian Library stacks, Pacific Affairs journals, Chinese language journals and books.

6-7  "UBC Asian Studies 7" - Beta - 19 min.
Footage of a Chinese literature seminar, Part 1 of an interview with a Chinese Literature graduate student.

6-8  "UBC Asian Studies 8" - Beta - 19 min.
Part 2 of an interview with a Chinese Literature graduate student, interview with an Economics graduate student.

6-9  "UBC Asian Studies 9" - Beta - 19 min.
Footage of a Chinese music performance and shots of Asian sculptures.

6-10  "UBC Asian Studies 10" - Beta - 10 min.
Footage of Asian art objects.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6-11</td>
<td>&quot;UBC Dinner - Japanese Businessmens Society Feb 28/92 Tape 1 of 2&quot; - Beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-12</td>
<td>&quot;UBC Dinner - Japanese Businessmens Society Feb 28/92 Tape 2 of 2&quot; - Beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-13</td>
<td>&quot;David Lam Speech&quot; - Beta - 3 min. Excerpts from a speech given by David Lam at the UBC Campaign Launch Gala.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-14</td>
<td>&quot;1-UBC Builders Lam Centre Cement Pouring&quot; - Beta - 17 min. Footage of speeches at the cement-pouring ceremony for the David Lam Management Research Centre.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-15</td>
<td>&quot;2-UBC Builders Lam Centre Cement Pouring&quot; – Beta Footage of cement-pouring ceremony.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-16</td>
<td>&quot;Master - Lam Centre Opening April 11/91&quot; - Beta - 2 min. &quot;UBC Reports&quot; segment on the cement pouring ceremony for the David Lam Management Research Centre, including information on the space and its planned uses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-17</td>
<td>&quot;1 UBC David Lam Mgmt Research Centre&quot; – Beta Footage of the Opening Ceremony for the David Lam Management Research Centre. Includes the ribbon cutting, and speeches by Tom Perry, Minister of Advanced Education, Training and Technology, Dean Michael Goldberg, Ken Bagshaw, and David Strangway.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-18</td>
<td>&quot;2 UBC David Lam Mgmt Research Centre&quot; – Beta Footage of the Opening Ceremony for the David Lam Management Research Centre. Includes speeches, plaque unveilings, cake cutting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-19</td>
<td>David Lam Message – Beta - 5 min. Message from David and Dorothy Lam congratulating UBC on the success of the World of Opportunity Campaign. 3 full takes, with clear cuts between each take.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-20</td>
<td>&quot;UBC/Japan 1 May 31/91&quot; - Beta - 28 min. Interview with two unnamed speakers about the UBC-Ritsumeikan Academic Exchange Programme.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6-21 "UBC/Japan 2 First Nations May 31 /91" - Beta - 30 min.
Stock footage of Nitobe Garden, footage from the sod turning ceremony for
the First Nations Longhouse. Includes excerpts of speeches by Musqueam
Elder Vince Stogan, Governor-General Ray Hnatyshyn, and the Mayor of
Vancouver, Gordon Campbell.

6-22 "First Nations May 31 /91 3"
Continuation of sod turning ceremony for the First Nations Longhouse.
Includes the sod-turning, Musqueam naming ceremony for donor Jack Bell,
Warrior dances, speeches by Minnie Croft and Jack Bell, and footage of the
architectural models for the Longhouse.

6-23 "Bridge of Learning" - VHS - 10 min.
Promotional video highlighting UBC’s ties to Asia Pacific countries.

Two videos emphasizing UBC’s Asia Pacific connections. The first is a short
video about the opening of the C.K. Choi Building for the Institute of Asian
Research, including speeches and remarks by Shirley Chan, Raymond Chan,
Moe Sihota, and Jean Chractien. The second video is a promotional video
about UBC, focusing on its internationalism and programs and facilities with
Asia-Pacific ties.

Box 7
Consists of 16 Beta format, 2 Betacam SP, and 1 VHS format videotapes.
Includes "UBC Alumni Association" sub-series, which comprises interviews
with notable UBC alumni involved with the UBC Alumni Association.

7-1 "UBC Alumni Tape # 1" - Beta - 30 min.
Interview with Stan Evans.

7-2 "[UBC Alumni] Tape # 2" - Beta - 30 min
Part 1 of an interview with Nathan Nemetz.

7-3 "UBC Alumni Tape 3" - Beta - 30 min.
Part 2 of an interview with Nathan Nemetz, Part 1 of an interview with
Evelyn Lett.
"UBC Alumni Tape # 4" - Beta - 30 min.

"UBC Alumni Tape # 5" - Beta - 30 min.

"UBC Alumni Tape 6" - Beta - 30 min.

"UBC Alumni Tape 7" - Beta - 5 min.
Part 2 of an interview with Charlotte Warren.

"UBC Alumni Tape 8" - Beta - 30 min.
Part 1 of an interview with Bill Gibson.

"UBC Alumni Tape 9" - Beta - 30 min.

"UBC Alumni Assoc. Tape 10 March 4/92" - Beta - 30 min.

"UBC Alumni Assoc. Tape 11" - Beta - 30 min.
Part 2 of an interview with Bob Hindmarch, Interview with Beverly Field.

"UBC Alumni Assoc. Tape 12" - Beta - 30 min.
Interview with Mary Plant.

"Tape 1 April 25 /92 UBC Alumni" - Beta - 30 min.
Footage for a fictional narrative video for the 75th Anniversary of the UBC Alumni Association. A young female UBC student enters the Main Library to conduct research on the UBC Alumni Association, and enlists the help of an old-fashioned looking reference librarian.

"Tape 2 April 25 UBC Alumni" - Beta - 30 min.
Continuation of footage for a fictional narrative video for the 75th
Anniversary of the UBC Alumni Association. The reference librarian shows the female student some archival materials and tells her about how UBC alumni have helped shape the growth of the university.

7-15 "Tape 3 April 25 /92 UBC Alumni" - Beta - 30 min. Continuation of footage for a fictional narrative video for the 75th Anniversary of the UBC Alumni Association. The reference librarian shows the female student some archival materials and tells her about UBC alumni involvement in fundraising campaigns.

7-16 "Tape 4 April 25 /92 UBC Alumni" - Beta - 17 min. Continuation of footage for a fictional narrative video for the 75th Anniversary of the UBC Alumni Association.

7-17 "UBC Archives U.B.C. 'Tuum Est', 'Hamber Film', UBC Buildings Pre 1948' 'Sod Turning /62' 50:00" - Betacam SP - 50 min. Archival footage of notable events in UBC's history transferred from film, no sound, including "Tuum Est", a film presented to E. W. Hamber c. 1951.

7-18 "UBC Alumni Reel III" - Betacam SP - 52 min. Footage of still archival photographs and ephemera depicting UBC students and alumni, buildings, event programs, newspapers, logos, etc.

7-19 "Audition Tape for UBC Alumni" - VHS - 20 min. Footage of actors auditioning for parts in a video for the 75th anniversary of the UBC Alumni Association.

Box 8

Consists of 7 Beta format and 9 VHS format videotapes.

8-1 "UBC Visuals - Long House - David Lam Centre - May 30 '92 Scholarship Dinner" – Beta
Footage of the First Nations Longhouse under construction, the David Lam Management Research Centre, excerpts from a UBC campaign dinner.

8-2 "UBC Tape 4 - Ctre Campaign Dinner" – Beta
Excerpts from a UBC campaign dinner held at War Memorial Gym.
8-3 "UBC Grad May 27 '92" - Beta - 30 min.

8-4 "UBC Grad May 27 '92" - Beta - 14 min.
Part 2 of footage of the 1992 UBC Graduation Ceremony.

8-5 "UBC Sod Breaking Luncheon Green College May 30/92 (1)" - Beta - 30 min.
Footage from a luncheon for the Green College sod-breaking ceremony.
Includes speeches by John Grace, Mike Harcourt, and Cecil Green.

8-6 "UBC Green College Sod Breaking Ceremony May 30/92 (2)" - Beta - 30 min.
Footage from the Green College sod-breaking ceremony. Includes the sod-breaking, speeches by the architects of Green College, and footage of the grounds.

8-7 "Cecil Green Reception UBC Conf. Ctre" - Beta - 8 min.
Footage of people at a reception at Cecil Green Park House.

8-8 "UBC Tape #6" - VHS - 30 min.
Interviews with two undergraduate students about UBC’s facilities, academics, and residences.

8-9 "UBC Tape #8" - VHS - 28 min.
Stock footage of students walking outside the SUB, Buchanan Tower, and the library, students hanging out at SUB Plaza, and an Engineering student hazing.

8-10 "UBC Tape #13" - VHS - 30 min.
Footage of the Aquatic Centre, Main Library, medical students receiving instruction in a patient's room, dentistry students.

8-11 "UBC Tape #16" - VHS - 30 min.
Footage of the interior of Sedgewick Library, offices, interior of a classroom where a professor is lecturing.

8-12 "UBC Tape #18" - VHS - 30 min.
Footage of a class in a large lecture hall; students conducting experiments in a science/chemistry lab.
8-13 "UBC Tape #21" - VHS - 30 min.
Footage of a First Nations seminar class, a visually impaired student working at a computer terminal, students debating in a lounge, a career guidance workshop.

8-14 "UBC Tape #22" - VHS - 25 min.
Stock footage of an information resource centre, a history lecture, a physics lecture, disabled access on public transit, UBC bookstore, an admissions counselor, exterior shots of campus buildings (including the Music Building and the Frederic Wood Theatre).

8-15 "UBC Tape #23" - VHS - 30 min.
Footage of an orchestral rehearsal in a music class.

8-16 "UBC Sports Tape" - VHS - 8 min.
Footage of UBC Thunderbirds football, including highlights of the Thunderbirds beating the Western Mustangs for the 1986 Vanier Cup.